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TOM LIVINGSTONE

Latok I

Aleš Česen, Tom Livingstone and Luka Stražar. (Tom Livingstone)

I have always wanted to ‘go big’ in the Himalaya. The idea of  climbing a 
technical alpine route at high altitude enthralls me. When I was a young 

climber, I absorbed stories of  bold climbers questing high into the unknown 
in the Greater Ranges. I knew these were the ultimate proving grounds, 
high-altitude climbing on impressive, remote mountains. Finally, this year,  
I thought it was time to find out just how much adventure they’d hold. And 
I hoped I wouldn’t be found wanting.

Slovenian alpinists have a strong reputation. Straight-talking, quiet and  
solid climbers, they regularly climb hard alpine routes without any fuss. When 
Luka Strazar attended a BMC International Winter Meet in Scotland a few 
years ago, I shared a few beers and belays with him, although we never tied 
in together. We crossed paths in Europe and Alaska over the course of  the 
following years and when he approached me in early 2018 with the idea of a 
trip to Pakistan, I readily agreed. With Aleš Cesen we planned to trek up the 
Choktoi glacier in the Karakoram with the infamous Latok I (7145m) in mind.

Stuffing gear into duffle bags as we prepared for our Pakistan trip,  
I reflect ed on my journey to this point. As far back as 2010, while a student 
at Bangor University, I was climbing as much as possible. The relaxed life-
style and proximity of  brilliant trad climbing in Wales certainly helped my 
progress and I was permanently psyched. I enjoyed it all, from long days  
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at Gogarth getting pumped high above the waves to classic ticks in the  
Llanberis Pass. Lectures were simply necessary short interruptions between 
parties, climbing and madcap adventures. We even got a chance to test the 
length of  our climbing ropes on the notorious bridge swing.

After university, the world opened up and suddenly there weren’t even 
short lecture breaks between climbing sessions. All day, every day, I could 
climb uninterrupted, and with a healthy level of  ambition and enthusiasm 
my climbing prospered. I looked objectively at my ability and experience, 
identifying the areas where I was lacking. I became firm friends with the 
‘Gogarth grip’: pumped forearms and a frazzled brain from fighting up  
a Gogarth route, which usually includes loose rock, steep climbing and a 
crashing sea.

I also climbed in the Alps, summer and winter. To stand beneath a 1,000m 
north face without bivy gear took a lot of  self-belief. To look up at a tech-
nical pitch, with ice smears and tenuous hooks, was another test. I always 
took my time to rack up, mentally preparing for the battle ahead. I climbed 
with several strong partners, on classic routes like the Walker Spur and the 
Pierre Allain on the Petit Dru, both in winter. I explored the wild side of  
Mont Blanc, climbing Divine Providence on the Grand Pilier d’Angle. These 
routes were a sequence of  progressively more demanding forays outside my 
comfort zone, each one a mental and physical test, each harder, longer and 
requiring more self-belief.

After every big trip, be it to Alaska, Patagonia or Canada, I always  
returned to the UK. Good friends and great climbing lured me back but 
between climbing in Scotland in winter and trad climbing in North Wales, 
I was grateful for how well these experiences prepared me for bigger moun-
tains: fiddling in gear where others might not look and battling through 
storms in Scotland proved useful skills.

*

I travelled to Pakistan in July, my first visit to the Himalaya, meeting Aleš 
and Luka en route. After four days of  walking through the barren, dusty 
Karakoram mountains, we finally rounded a corner of  the glacier and saw 
our goal: Latok I. ‘Oh shit,’ I said, ‘this is the real deal.’ The scale blew me 
away. These mountains were the biggest objectives I’d ever seen. I could stack 
two of  the mountains I’d climbed before into one of  these: two Grandes  
Jorasses, or two Cerro Fitzroys. Routes were measured in days, not pitches. 
Luka and Aleš have climbed many times in the Greater Ranges, and I was 
grateful for their support and advice. The impressive mountains around our 
base camp needed little introduction: Latok I, II and III; the Ogre I and II: 
so many stories of  epics, near misses, and endless days ‘on the wall’.

Latok I’s most famous feature is its north ridge. A huge, knuckled spine, 
it runs from the summit ridge all the way to the glacier 2,400m below.  
Its formidable reputation began in 1978, when four of  history’s best Amer-
ican alpinists, Jim Donini, Jeff  Lowe, Michael and George Lowe spent  
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26 days on the ridge, climbing higher and higher, battling storms and mixed 
weather, only to retreat a few hundred metres below the summit. In the  
following 40 years, dozens of  teams have tried to better their impressive 
effort, but without success.

In 2017, a team of  three Russians endured a 15-day epic on the north 
ridge, suffering several storms and poor conditions. Two of  the climbers had 
digits amputated due to frostbite. I knew my Slovenian friends were tough 
but thankfully we all agreed we didn’t want any epics. ‘I think there is a  
better way than the full north ridge,’ Aleš said to me when I climbed with 
him and Luka in February, sampling Slovenian Alpine climbing. ‘We should 
plan for seven days on the mountain,’ Luka added. I agreed with their ideas 
and instantly we developed a strong partnership.

The day we arrived in base camp, two Russian teams started up the north 
ridge. We wished them luck but tried not to think about them as we acclima-
tised. We didn’t want to be pressured into a decision and launch too early.

One of  the Russian teams bailed after eight days but the other, compris-
ing Alexander Gukov from the 2017 attempt and and Sergey Galuzanov, 
continued for 10 days, battling storms and deep snow, all whilst at nearly 
7,000m. By then we were nervous for their safety, since they only had five 
days of  food. We then watched from base camp as for several days in a row 
they made summit attempts. When they finally began their retreat Sergey 
fell to his death rappelling, leaving Alexander stranded at around 6,000m 

Above: Climbing at night for stable 
snow conditions, the team made  
rapid progress on day one.  
(Tom Livingstone)

Right: Luka Stražar leading on the 
first day. A lot of this ground was  
moderate ice where the trio could 
move together. (Tom Livingstone)
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without the means to descend. Impressively, Alexander survived a six-day 
storm, finally rescued on a long line by a Pakistani army helicopter on his 
19th day on the mountain. When Alexander landed back on the glacier, 
Aleš said, ‘I’ve never seen someone so close to death, but still alive.’

*

After this event, we debated our options. We were still motivated to attempt 
the route, but with a different style and on a different route to the Russians. 

‘Let’s keep an open mind,’ I said. ‘We can start climbing without too 
much commitment.’ We all agreed, and anxiously watched the forecast.  
A stable weather window looked to be arriving in a couple of  days.

We left base camp on 5 August at 1am, bright stars creating a patchwork 
of  light above. The north side of  Latok I stood in total darkness, tall and 
ominous. As we soloed over the bergschrund, my pack pulling against my 
shoulders, I was absorbed solely in the white circle of  light from my head-
torch. I swung and kicked into chewy, soft ice, trying to be as efficient as 
possible. An enormous amount of  climbing towered above my head but 
as the hours passed I focussed only on maintaining a steady rhythm and 
the white light in front of  me. We bivied early that day, finding a small flat 
section in the notch of  the north ridge safe from stone fall as the sun moved 
onto the face.
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Aleš Česen route finding on complex terrain during the second day.  
(Tom Livingstone)

Aleš Česen high on the face. (Tom Livingstone)
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The alarm chimed merrily on the second morning and together we start-
ed the process of  getting ready. The stove burst into life, then porridge, water 
and packing our bivy before I led us up and right, over ridges of  snow and 
through deep runnels of  ice. Our rack was the bare minimum: a few ice 
screws, cams, wires and pitons. We would simul-climb for a hundred metres 
or more and then quickly pitch harder sections. One stretch of  the ridge  
required weaving and ducking under cornices and snow mushrooms, always 
wary of  the threat above our heads. That night’s bivy wasn’t so comfortable, 
barely big enough for the three of  us to lie down.

The third day took us higher up the north ridge and then we traversed 
rightwards, reaching the col on west of  the summit on the fourth day. Luka 
led us silently over much of  this ground, the rope arcing miles before the 
next screw. As we crested the col between the north and south sides of   
Latok I, we slumped into the snow, exhausted with the altitude. We’d reached  
over 6,500m and every step, every swing required more energy. Aleš led us 
as we side stepped across easy-angled snow on the south side until we all 
began to bonk, hanging from single ice-screw belays and breathing heavily.

We barely slept that night. Heavy spindrift and gusts rocked our single- 
skin tent continuously, and we frequently thumped its walls to shed snow 
as the hours of  darkness crawled past and the sky brightened. Luka had 

Left: Stražar and Česen at the second 
bivy, cut into a precarious snow mush-
room. (Tom Livingstone)
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nearly been trapped on a mountain in Tibet a few years ago and was worried 
we’d have a repeat experience. All thoughts of  the summit had gone and we  
simply debated, between heavy breaths, about how to get down.

By mid morning, however, the clouds had thinned and the summit only 
300m above our bivy looked to be within reach again. Once more it was 
Luka who racked up and began kicking into the snow slope, ignoring the 
heavy spindrift avalanches tumbling down runnels either side of  him. 
Aleš and I followed on the other end of  the rope, exhausted, hypoxic, but 
deter mined. The wind-blown snow and clouds crashing over the summit 
felt more akin to Scotland, I reflected grimly. Except we were crossing the 
7,000m mark in the Karakoram.

When I shuffled onto the summit cornice, taking my turn after Luka,  
I couldn’t see the view because of  racing clouds. But the satisfaction of  
being there was all I needed; the relief  was absolute. Up until a few hours 
ago, I hadn’t dared believe we could climb this mountain. It was such a 
monumental objective for us, and the biggest route I’d ever tried. I knew this 
point only marked halfway and that arriving safely back in base camp was 
our true goal. But right then, on the summit, I was totally content.

*

During the storm that almost turned the team back just 300m from the summit. 
(Tom Livingstone)
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As always, the descent was a long and tiring experience. On the sixth day, 
we reversed our route back to the west col, and then dropped down towards 
the north ridge. Only at night, with the safety of  colder temperatures, did we 
plunge down into the darkness, abseiling again and again from V-threads in 
the ice. I weighted each anchor with caution, watching it carefully, before 
sliding down the ropes, over and over and over again. Slowly, the sky began 
to brighten and we reached our first bivy, on the notch of  the north ridge, 
just as the sun crept towards the horizon.

We slumped onto our bivy platform from the first evening, the roughly 
cut ledge still obvious in the snow, and lay there, faces turned to the immi-
nent sunrise, waiting for warmth and light and relief. Aleš fell straight to 
sleep, Luka and I laughed as our brains exaggerated shapes and colours, 
the snow looking brighter and faces appearing in the lichenous patterns 
on the granite around us. After six days and six nights of  concentration, 
hard physi cal effort, high altitude and abseiling through the previous night,  
it wasn’t surprising we were exhausted.

Finally, the morning sun burst over the horizon, flooding us with heat. 
I felt the light prickle my cheeks and I wriggled my cold toes and for a few 
hours, we slipped into a deep, satisfied sleep for a few hours. The final 800m 
of  abseiling back to the glacier could wait for a short while as we dreamed 
of  base camp and home.

Livingstone leading high on the face. (Aleš Česen)
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